
A Trade Unionist Appraises
Management Personnel Philosophy

By Solomon Barkin

Having published so many articles endorsing the "human
relations" approach on the part of management, we
consider it our responsibility to give the Director of
Research of the Textile Workers Union of America an
opportunity to express his views on the subject.

Whether or not we agree tvith Mr. Barkin's interpretation,
we feel that all businessmen may gain in having a
clearer understanding of the thinking of this well-known
union leader. — The Editors

THE growth of trade unionism has
forced American industrial manage-
ment to modify its methods of dealing

with employees. But management's adjust-
ments have often been grudgingly made, some-
times taking place only after serious economic
confiict; and they are by no means universal
today, as shown by individual current battles
being waged with old-time ferocity.

Furthermore, the change in management
has been one of tactics rather than of basic
philosophy. Employers' support of the Taft-
Hartley Act reveals their hope of returning to
individual bargaining rather than collective
bargaining. From a trade unionist's point of
view, there is little evidence that employers
are prepared to accept trade unionism as a
proper and permanent feature of industrial
relations, and to adjust their policies accord-
ingly.

This is particularly apparent in the field of
personnel management. Here the funda-
mental approach is unchanged. Only the tech-
niques have been altered slightly, here and
there, as workers have insisted upon repre-
sentation through their chosen bargaining
agency.

In the hope of promoting a more funda-
mental change in this field, I am presenting a

trade unionist's views of the points of conflict
and of the directions in which both the atti-
tude and the techniques of management must
be recast.

Management's "Humanistic" Approach

Traditionally, a personnel program is
simply one of management's tools for the con-
trol and direction of the enterprise. Like the
others, it seeks greater efficiency and higher
profits. Personal values do affect the applica-
tion of this guide, but the ultimate ends are
the same. As a result, plant efficiency is the
basic unit for testing conduct.

The personnel program pursues these ends
by seeking to induce the worker to accept or
adapt himself fully to management's code of
values and management's goals. If the worker
cannot be molded into a model of the "eco-
nomic man," he can perhaps be persuaded to
acknowledge the propriety of management's
efforts to make him one.

Ideally (under such a program) the worker
is expected to accept the logic of efficiency and
management's right to apply it, unilaterally
and without review or approval by the work-
ers. Such autocracy is most efficient since it is
certain and undeviating and is in the best in-
terests of the enterprise.

Under the influence of recent writings of
men at the Harvard Business School, some
managements have modified their quest for
this "ideal," on the practical grounds that "it
won't work." The Harvard writers point out
that workers' behavior and beliefs spring from
sources other than the employers' business
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code, namely, their own experience and needs,
their dependence on maintaining a position
in their own group, and their recognition of
the value of preserving their own group and
aiding its members for the sake of their own
personal protection. Thus there is a distinct
gulf between the values and desires of workers
and management.

In these circumstances, as Elton Mayo ob-
served, "collaboration [could] not be left to
chance." A personnel program must seek to
bridge the gulf by identifying the workers
with the enterprise. To this end the program
must appeal directly to the individual worker;
craft or class groups must be by-passed or even
discouraged.

Personnel men have used four main avenues
in approaching this assignment, each com-
prising a number of related psychological
techniques:

(1) Procedures designed to select, assign, pro-
m.ote, and discharge workers — The purpose is to
get the most efficient and desirable help. In-
cluded are physical examinations, occupational
aptitude tests, and individual rating of employees.

(2) Employee counselling services and personal
interviews — The former seek to alleviate individ-
ual problems which interfere (or threaten to inter-
fere) with the worker's efficiency; the latter try to
discover sources of dissatisfaction within the
plant, so trouble spots can be corrected before
trouble actually occurs. Management counsellors
also aid the production men to plan changes so
that they will cause a minimum of conffict and
tension.

(3) What is generally called "communication
with employees" — The goal is to convince work-
ers of their common cause with management and
by implication (or sometimes by more direct state-
ment) to imbue them with the idea that they do
not need any other protection.

(4) All activities which prom.ote new groups
among the workers — Such new groups may be
social, athletic, or based upon some intraplant cir-
cumstance like seniority. Their objective is to
provide the individual worker with a feeling of
membership, of status, which stems from the en-
terprise alone, and they are intended to prevent,
supersede, or outrank groups at the job level,
specifically unions.

It will be noted that the four approaches
summarized above represent a departure from
the earlier "welfare" technique, which stressed
welfare services and employee representation
plans. The new view is broader, seeking to

avoid paternalism while giving careful atten-
tion to the individual worker's on-the-job and
off-the-job problems. Coupled with adequate
financial incentives and special benefits, this
"humanistic" approach encourages loyalty to
the enterprise and weaves the worker into the
employer's social and economic fabric.

Psychological Causes of Trade Unionism

This "humanistic" or "human relations"
approach has no appeal for the trade unionist.
He starts with the proposition, formulated by
Emil Durkeim and popularized by the Har-
vard group of industrial researchers, that our
society does create "a disordered dust of indi-
viduals." He goes on to seek a remedy, how-
ever, not from the open or disguised bounty of
the employers, but through the formation of
trade unions.

The trade unionist knows that the indi-
vidual worker is helpless in the face of the eco-
nomic and social power of the employer. He
knows that the individual worker can gain
individual status only by graduating out of
his own class. And he knows that the major-
ity who will fail to do so must find some
alternative.

The alternative is to seek advancement, not
as an individual, but as part of a concerted
drive by all who are similarly situated. The
group to which the worker turns is predeter-
mined by modern society — by the vast num-
ber of ties which each worker has with others.
All have felt the inequality of their bargaining
power; all have felt the gap between their in-
come and their desires; all have suffered the
frustration, insecurity, and fear of an indus-
trial wage earner. Social, political, educa-
tional, and economic barriers set them apart
from other groups. As a result, distinctive
patterns of behavior and beliefs have grown
up among workers.

The formation of job groups is a natural
development because so many of a worker's
dissatisfactions stem from his job, and his job
is the most important point in his daily life at
which he can exercise some degree of direct
control. For the same reason, management is
an obvious target. Moreover, the organization
of groups at the job level has become an estab-
lished practice, sanctioned by law and gener-
ally accepted by our society.

The early efforts of job groups tend to be
defensive. They try to keep conditions from
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getting worse, to protect members of the group,
and to prevent the destruction of the group
itself. Many such groups disintegrate from
management pressure, workers' fears, or the
sniping of personnel programs aimed at indi-
vidual members of the group.

However, informal groups are often con-
verted into trade unions. This is likely to
happen when dissatisfactions of one kind or
another become so great that workers are will-
ing to defy the employer and risk his retalia-
tion. Also, the group itself must have come to
expect loyalty from its members, and it must
have developed one or more leaders. It is
through unions thus evolved that workers seek
to overcome their individual helplessness in
modern society.

Logics of Trade Unionism

With the appearance of trade unions, work-
ers' aspirations and beliefs become formalized.
A new set of objectives, quite different from
management's code, must be taken into ac-
count in operating the business enterprise.
These fall into three general categories:

(1) Minimum human cost exacted by the proc-
ess of production — This objective has been pop-
ularized by the Harvard group in discussing the
conflict between the logics of efficiency and senti-
ment. The Harvard researchers have advised
management to consider the potential disorganiz-
ing effect of a job change and have urged that
changes be made so as to avoid or reduce the
strains between management and workers. Before
the advent of strong unions this concept was
acknowledged but generally ignored. In highly
unionized plants or industries the unions have
compelled its recognition either through protec-
tive clauses in contracts or through pressing speci-
fic complaints.

(2) Maximum human advancement — This sec-
ond objective itself divides into three parts:
(a) economic gains, (b) security, and (c) industrial
citizenship. Economic gains obviously embrace
higher wages, standardized rates and job condi-
tions, shorter hours, guaranteed earnings, and va-
cation and holiday pay. Security includes senior-
ity, regulations covering changes in work assign-
ment or wage rates, hiring halls, separation pay,
social insurance, and pensions. And most impor-
tant, it means insistence on an economy of full
employment. The demand for industrial citizen-
ship covers a sound grievance procedure and ade-
quate arbitration provisions, as well as a broader
area of collective bargaining. In some industries.

unions seek to prevent industrial practices which
bear down heavily on the worker.

(3) The strengthening of the union — This pro-
vides a means for the better achievement of the
first two objectives. Like the enterprise itself, the
union makes demands designed to increase its
own efficiency and effectiveness. It seeks full
recognition as the workers' exclusive agent and
freedom from attack by employers or competitive
organizations. It attempts to secure its position
by means of contract clauses relating to union
security, dues collection, and the handling of
grievances. (Contrary to the contentions of those
who support the Taft-Hartley Act, this program
has the full backing of the membership.)

Union members created their union through
great personal exertion and frequently at consid-
erable sacrifice. It fulfllls their aspirations and
reflects their needs. It provides satisfactions far
beyond the gains scored in collective bargaining.
The union is a source of new opportunities for
leadership and a sense of belonging. Thus, as
time goes on, loyalty to the organization grows
stronger, and workers identify themselves with
the union to an increasing extent.

The result is a growing demand among the
workers for the union to widen the scope of
collective bargaining. Union goals are not
static, as everyone has learned by now.
Union objectives spring from the dynamic and
expansive nature of American industry; nur-
tured by a faith in progress, they are constantly
evolving. Inevitably the union's activities in
the workers' behalf are aimed in part at re-
stricting the employer's personnel activities.

Management versus Trade Union Logics
As we have seen, management's personnel

logics are wholly designed to promote the effi-
ciency of a specific business enterprise. The
appeals and incentives offered to individuals
are for this end alone. The management ideal
is freedom to make unilateral decisions which
will automatically be accepted by workers who
have been inculcated with the business code.

Trade unidn logics, on the other hand, are
not concerned with benefits to the owners of
the enterprise but rather with the effects of
management policies on the workers, the
union, and the general economy. The union
seeks to advance a worker as a member of a
group rather than as an individual competing
with others. It establishes rules of conduct and
conditions of employment for all, instead of
special terms for individuals; and it establishes
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these rules, in so far as they relate to the com-
pany, by agreement between management and
labor, not unilaterally.

Moreover, the association of one local union
with other locals in national unions and in
federations of unions has a further broadening
effect. Rules and conditions are sought for all
workers, not merely for those in a specific
plant. Just as the exceptional improvement of
a specific individual is secondary to the general
advance of the group, so is the advancement of
a specific group secondary to the interests of
the greater group.

The longer unions operate, the more thor-
oughly they realize that they cannot achieve
the workers' desires through collective bar-
gaining at the single-plant level. Thus, they
try to extend the area of bargaining to all the
plants of a company, to a geographical area, to
a division of an industry, and to an entire
industry.

Nor are trade unions inhibited against
going beyond the scope of collective bargain-
ing. When they feel it necessary, they move to
enlist the aid of the government or the com-
munity in satisfying the workers' needs. In
some cases the unions themselves may provide
needed social services for their members. In-
deed, the involvement of trade unions in polit-
ical and community activities has the special
advantage of broadening the opportunities for
participation by the members in union work,
thereby increasing their loyalty and improv-
ing their morale.

Union Impact on Personnel Administration
The increasing influence of trade unions

has sharply reduced management's chances of
molding workers into the "ideal" form once
sought. The use of psychological personnel
techniques, and the techniques themselves,
must be modified or in some cases abandoned
to be in harmony with an era of collective bar-
gaining. Indeed, the changes in labor-manage-
ment relations which have already taken place
— and the end is not in sight — have been so
profound as to require a new philosophy of
personnel administration.

The Gap between Management and
Worker. The opportunities for individual,
personal handling of workers have been nar-
rowed by many factors besides the growth of
unions. These include the increasing amount

of large-scale industrial organization, central-
ization of management, formalization of em-
ployment relations, and the concomitant wid-
ening of the gap between workers and
responsible management. Furthermore^ the
enactment of labor-management legislation
necessitated the formulation and observance
of company regulations applying equally to all
employees; any other course is an invitation to
prosecution under the National Labor Rela-
tions Act.

To express the same thought in a somewhat
different way, as individual enterprises grew in
size, they centralized and formalized their
handling of workers as a matter of conven-
ience. All hirings, placements, discharges, ap-
plications of discipline, and similar functions
have been transferred to the front office. At
about the same time the National Labor Rela-
tions Act made this approach virtually a legal
necessity. And, finally, the war brought a
wholesale conversion of individual wage struc-
tures to job-rate structures.

One effect of all this was to strip foremen of
much of their significance in industrial rela-
tions. Management as a whole awoke to this
fact when foremen began to organize into
unions of their own. Efforts were then made
to reverse the trend, but centralization had ob-
tained too tight a grip. The best that manage-
ment has been able to do is to improve the
foremen's economic position without restor-
ing their status. Although decentralization of
personnel handling is still fondly discussed, its
achievement is a mirage which grows ever
fainter.

Gaining Satisfaction from the Union. To
return to the direct impact of unions on per-
sonnel administration, one of the first casual-
ties was the system of employee evaluation.
Labor's deep dislike and fear of physical exam-
inations, aptitude tests, and individual rating
techniques — based upon bitter experience —
has forced their curtailment. Seniority is far
more important than psychological findings in
the average industrial plant today.

Indeed, the rise of unions has actually
changed the psychological characteristics of
the organized worker. He is no longer the
helpless and unoriented person depicted by
the Harvard researchers. The union has given
him certainty as to his rights and confidence in
his ability to fulfill them. He is likely to have
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faith in the future, to expect a constant im-
provement in his lot. Not only does the union
put his desires within reach, but it raises his
sights toward still greater goals. Inevitably,
these changes not only affect the worker as an
economic organism but as a person as well.
His release from many tensions, his assurance
of status, his new confidence — all tend to
make him better adjusted to the world about
him.

This is understandable if the day-to-day
workings of a trade union are considered. The
union's primary objective is to dispel the dis-
satisfaction of workers. Grievance machinery
offers a formal and secure method of present-
ing complaints which, if necessary, will be re-
formulated for greater effectiveness by more
articulate union members. A well-run griev-
ance system uncovers undesirable conditions
in the plant and assures genuine solutions.
The very opportunity to air a complaint may
relieve tension in some cases. Thus the union
achieves the goals sought by management's
former counselling and interviewing services;
and often, in fact, strengthens the effectiveness
of this substitution by establishing its own
counselling services to improve workers' use of
community facilities and the union's own
mechanism.

Broadening the Scope of Collective Bargain-
ing. The success of unions within their origi-
nal field, coupled with the changes they have
wrought in workers, has led to a constant
broadening of the scope of collective bargain-
ing. Thus, the opportunities for unilateral
decisions by management constantly shrink.
More and more, the autocratic approach is
giving way to the collective bargaining ap-
proach, and decisions must be accommodated
not only to the logics of business but to those
of trade unions as well.

The rise of unions has multiplied the efforts
of personnel managers to establish alternative
groupings which will compete successfully for
the workers' loyalty. But unions cannot be
circumvented. Management-sponsored groups
cannot develop plant loyalty when the respec-
tive obligations of both workers and manage-
ment are defined by contract. The degree to
which management uses its own groupings to
circumvent the union is a measure of the hos-
tility, suspicion, and increased tension they
will engender — conditions which a sound per-
sonnel administration seeks to reduce.

Realization of this fact has induced — or
forced — employers to use the union as a
means of reaching the workers on a number of
fronts. The union grievance machinery has
come to be the sole source, or at least the pri-
mary one, of information on dissatisfactions
within the plant. Job changes are habitually
processed after consultation with the union.
And the union has become a supplementary
channel for communication and personnel
counselling.

As has been seen, the growth of trade unions
has made impossible the attempt of personnel
administration to limit employer-employee
relationships to a particular plant. The union
functions, wholly independently of the em-
ployer, in the community, the state, and the
nation. It evolves policies at each level, and at
each level it meets the employer as either an
ally or an enemy. Thus, if an employer is
leading a National Association of Manufac-
turers drive for antilabor legislation, the
union in his plant is likely to regard him less
sympathetically than if he were publicly en-
dorsing a higher federal minimum wage — and
he will not be able to change matters much by
playing shortstop on the company baseball
team.

Primary Loyalty to the Union. Most funda-
mentally, unions have challenged manage-
ment's concept that a worker can find a satis-
factory way of life by accepting the employer's
logics, identifying himself with the company,
and in general permitting himself to be ab-
sorbed into the business ethic. Union leaders
simply do not believe this is either desirable
or possible. The profitability and efficiency of
the enterprise cannot be the workers' primary
concern; what is "good for the boss" is not
necessarily the best for them. By overlooking
this fundamental point, management is mak-
ing a wasteful and perhaps dangerous mistake.
A personnel policy built on the same error
cannot long endure in an economy in which
trade unionism is constantly growing in scope,
strength, and maturity.

Unions are also challenging the belief that
personal identification with a particular plant
or company is essential in building coopera-
tion and a "will to work." Some management
spokesmen, perhaps with excellent intentions,
have argued that loyalty to the company and
to the union can be maintained concurrently,
without contradiction. Unfortunately, this
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well-meant concept does not stand up under
even a cursory examination. The worker's
attitude toward the enterprise is conditioned
by a vast complex of personal and social fac-
tors, as well as by prevailing attitudes among
workers as a whole — quite independent of the
needs, opinions, objectives, or activities of the
specific management. The union cannot and
will not become the handmaiden of employer
policy.

In sum, the growth of unions has wholly
invalidated the assumption that an enterprise
can be operated solely on the basis of manage-
ment's logics and management's ideal of ap-
propriate worker behavior. Similarly, person-
nel administration, which was based on this
assumption, has been set adrift; it must anchor
in a new sea or sink from sight.

Conclusion

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that per-
sonnel administration as a discipline cannot
rest solely, as now, upon the assumption that
the fulfillment of management's logics is the
total objective of the enterprise. This is the
source of the inconsistency which pervades
current discussions of personnel administra-
tion.

While on the one hand management is re-
linquishing more and more personnel matters
to the union, on the other hand it is attempt-
ing to fight a rear-guard action against the
union through its personnel program. A more
realistic philosophy is essential. Management
must develop a new approach, based upon the
enduring presence of a worker agency, the
trade union. And it must accept the logics of
the trade union as a permanent factor which
must be accommodated.

This will involve a new basic premise — that
the enterprise must seek to achieve the goals of
both management and the trade union. As
long as we have a private-enterprise economy,
these ends must be satisfied through the same
mechanism. And if our economic system is to
survive in an era of strong trade unions,
neither union nor management can operate
exclusively of the other.

Legislation and other government aid may

be necessary to facilitate such a relationship,
and unions will be likely to seek such assist-
ance as the circumstances warrant. But, in
any event, future industrial progress demands
a fuller assignment of responsibilities to the
trade unions for representing and aiding the
workers to solve their own problems; which
means the acceptance of stronger unions and
thus of the principle that, in seeking efficiency
and profit, the enterprise must also minimize
the human cost, maximize the human ad-
vancement resulting from its operations, and
strengthen the union.

Some progress has been made. Many firms
are deliberately planning industrial changes
in a way which will reduce human costs.
Many advances are being made. Unions are
becoming more secure, particularly where
they have been long established. But a single
system of business and social accounting,
which would govern business administrators,
is not yet in the offing. Such a system is the
best hope of linking the logics of business and
of trade unions.

In other democratic countries, such integra-
tion has been attempted in periods of eco-
nomic crises through national planning and
consultation. Stark necessity made it necessary
to define the place of individual enterprises in
the national economy, as well as the probable
benefits to be enjoyed by various economic
groups. In this country, however, economic
strife is still the major influence in fixing the
scope of collective bargaining and the respec-
tive benefits of the parties.

Management has not yet formulated — nor
shown particular receptivity to — a program of
personnel management adapted to a system of
collective bargaining. The ways in which this
could be approached are suggested 'by pro-
posals for national conferences of economic in-
terests and for national collective bargaining;
and, in a more modest way, by the recent Gen-
eral Motors agreement.

It is surely an unhappy commentary on the
state of management thinking that it seems
appropriate to note that the problems raised
by collective bargaining cannot be met by
hoping that unions will somehow go away or
otherwise lose their forceful character.






